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From the Rarities Committee’s files

The identification of male
‘Ehrenberg’s Redstart’,

with comments on 
British claims

Brian J. Small

ABSTRACT A BBRC review of British claims of ‘Ehrenberg’s Redstart’
Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus found that the degree of variation within
both samamisicus and the nominate form of Common Redstart P. phoenicurus

was poorly understood.The review established the degree of overlap between
males of these taxa and the findings are presented here.The prominent and
extensive white wing-panel is unique to adult samamisicus and is not shared

with either first-winter samamisicus or adult phoenicurus.The plumage of 
first-winter samamisicus appears more advanced than that of first-winter
phoenicurus, and can closely match the appearance of adult phoenicurus in
autumn.Those adult phoenicurus which show a white wing-panel on the 
tertials and inner secondaries may be safely separable from first-winter

samamisicus only by loral colour (solidly black in the former, fringed paler 
in the latter) and the absence of moult contrast in the greater coverts. This

paper will form the basis for reviewing past claims and assessing current ones.

Brian J. Small



C
ommon Redstart Phoenicurus phoeni-
curus of the form samamisicus, also
known as ‘Ehrenberg’s Redstart’ (and

referred to hereafter simply as samamisicus),
breeds in the mountains of central Turkey and
the Caucasus region, and has been reported
from western Europe on
several occasions. It is cur-
rently on the British List on
the basis of two long-standing
records, although two other,
previously accepted, records
were recently reviewed and
found to be inadequately doc-
umented, and no longer form
part of the national record
(see below). In addition,
BBRC has received several
claims in recent years that are
still under review. As part of
the assessment process, it
became apparent that our lack
of understanding of the
appearance of samamisicus
was preventing accurate
record assessment. With a
view to establishing criteria by
which samamisicus could be
separated from the nominate
form (hereafter referred to as
phoenicurus), BBRC carried
out a detailed investigation to
establish whether samamisicus
is diagnosable, and also to
what extent the appearance of
phoenicurus can vary and
overlap with samamisicus.

The samamisicus review
has been a lengthy process, in
part due to the Committee
feeling that published mater-
ial was not sufficiently
detailed to allow proper
assessment of the various sub-
missions. BBRC members
made several visits to the
Natural History Museum,
Tring, to examine specimens,
which resulted in a number of
potential criteria being estab-
lished. It may be argued that
applying criteria from work
done in a museum setting to
the assessment of field claims

is fraught with danger, so we have tried to test
them in the field whenever possible. The criteria
have also been assessed extensively against pho-
tographs of samamisicus on the breeding
grounds and on migration, and discussed with
other observers with experience of this form.
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55 & 56. First-winter male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus
samamisicus, Azerbaijan, 25th August 2008. Aged as first-winter by the extent
of pale fringing across the lores and the clear moult contrast in the greater
coverts. All median and six inner greater coverts have been replaced, the

new feathers being quite grey with a tawny tip, contrasting markedly with the
narrow, rich buff fringes of the retained juvenile greater coverts. Such a large
number of new greater coverts would be unusual in first-winter phoenicurus.

The narrow white (or off-white) edges to the two outermost tertials and
the three inner secondaries clearly flare at the base of each feather (on the
open wing).This bird is quite fresh and still retains the broad, warm-brown

fringes to the upperparts although the grey bases are showing in places.
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Initial examinations of specimens at least
partly supported an earlier BBRC statement
(Brit. Birds 88: 379) that female samamisicus is
extremely similar to female phoenicurus in
appearance, and that the two are not safely sep-

arable based on current knowledge. Rather than
delay assessment of all pending claims, which
all involve birds reported in autumn, BBRC has
opted to assess only records of males, of which
there are a number of claims in circulation, in

addition to the two cur-
rently accepted records.
Although we remain of the
opinion that it is unsafe to
separate females of the two
forms in the field, we now
consider that adult males
have well-defined charac-
ters and are easily distin-
guished, and that some
first-winter males are iden-
tifiable with care.

In autumn 2008, several
unconfirmed reports of
possible or probable male
samamisicus were received
via the various bird infor-
mation services, although
none has yet been sub-
mitted to BBRC. We had
intended to delay this paper
until decisions had been
made on the outstanding
claims, so that an analysis
of all British reports could
be included, but with the
interest that the 2008 birds
have generated, it seems
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58. First-winter male Common Redstart
Phoenicurus phoenicurus phoenicurus,
Terschelling, the Netherlands, 29th

September 2004.This first-winter male
shows relatively warm and brown distal
fringes to the tertials and secondaries,

which match those of the samamisicus in
plates 55 & 56 but, as those of the male

phoenicurus in plate 57, these fringes
become narrower and slightly less

contrasting towards the feather bases.
Also compare the distinctly greyish

appearance to the median and lesser
coverts at the bend of the wing 

of the first-winter samamisicus in plates
55 & 56 with those of this bird. It is

possible that samamisicus begins its post-
juvenile moult earlier than phoenicurus,

and that first-year male samamisicus
appears more advanced in autumn for this
reason.The brown upperparts are typical

of phoenicurus, lacking the grey hues of
late August samamisicus – the apparent

cold tone to the upperparts of the male
in plate 57 is an artefact of light.
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57. First-winter male Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus phoenicurus,
Norfolk, 16th September 2008. Readily aged as a first-winter by the extensive

pale fringes to the black fore-crown, loral, chin and throat feathering, and 
the contrast between the single innermost adult-type greater covert and the

remaining buff-tipped juvenile coverts. Compared with those of the first-
winter male samamisicus in plates 55 & 56, the fringes to the tertials and inner
secondaries are distinctly paler, appearing creamy-white. Note, however, that 
on nominate phoenicurus these fringes are broadest towards the feather tips

and become narrower and less distinct towards the feather bases, whereas on
samamisicus there is a distinct whitish blob at the base of the longest tertial and
two inner secondaries where the fringe widens and becomes more conspicuous.
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pertinent to publish our findings now. Deci-
sions on the outstanding claims will appear in a
future BBRC annual report. We are confident
that we now have a suite of robust criteria
which will enable us to analyse all submissions
fairly, and come to conclusions that will be
open to scrutiny and which will represent a
realistic assessment based upon the submitted
evidence.

Ageing males
Adult Common Redstarts have a complete post-
breeding moult prior to autumn migration,
while first-winters have a partial post-juvenile
moult that includes replacement of body
feathers and a variable number of greater and
median coverts. Most frequently, all the median
coverts and two or three inner greater coverts
are replaced but the first-generation remiges,
rectrices and tertials are retained until the fol-
lowing summer. Occasionally, some or all of the
tertials may be moulted and, very rarely, an
inner secondary may also be replaced (see plate
61). Adult males thus appear very fresh in early
autumn, while the tertials, greater coverts and

wings of the majority of first-winter males may
be up to three months older than those of
adults and appear less pristine.

Early in the review process, it appeared that
samamisicus in their first autumn had a slightly
more extensive moult of the greater coverts
than phoenicurus, and perhaps also moulted all
the median and lesser coverts. From the limited
number of specimens of this age available, it
would be inappropriate to draw too many con-
clusions at this point. However, photographs of
young male samamisicus from Azerbaijan
(plates 55 & 56) also seem to support this. It is
also possible that colour contrasts in the new
coverts of samamisicus make the moult appear
more extensive; this is an area that requires
further study.

Identification
Fundamental to the process of identifying
samamisicus is the need to establish the correct
age of the bird. In the case of autumn males, the
first step is to determine the extent and colour
of pale feather tips obscuring the black facial
mask (forehead, lores, chin, throat and sides to
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59. First-winter male Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus, probably samamisicus, Kuwait, 29th August 2008.
This first-winter redstart (note the moult contrast in the greater coverts) may well be samamisicus,

based upon the relatively grey upperparts, extent of black on the ear-coverts and throat and a fairly prominent
whitish wing-panel. However, close examination of the exact pattern of white on the edges of the tertials raises 

a little doubt: the white seems to begin to ‘bleed’ from the edge at the base of the longest tertial, but the 
extent is negligible. As the photograph was taken in Kuwait, there is a strong likelihood that the bird is

samamisicus but the amount of white may not be sufficient for a positive identification of such an 
individual in Europe away from the breeding range.
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the head). On adult males of both phoenicurus
and samamisicus, the loral and chin feathers
lack pale fringes, leaving these areas solidly
black. Note, however, that the pale tips to the
throat feathering, particularly on nominate
phoenicurus, can be broad and extensive. On

some individuals this creates the appearance of
a white ‘bib’ along the lower throat, separating
the solid black throat and mask from the orange
breast. First-winters differ from adults in having
pale fringes to the loral and chin feathering.
These fringes are dull grey-brown or creamy-

buff, rather than white-
tipped as shown by some
adults along the lower
throat; the appearance of
the entire mask is thus uni-
formly drab rather than
crisp and blackish, and
shows only subdued con-
trast with the grey-brown
crown and mantle. This pale
fringing is evident on speci-
mens of samamisicus into
mid October, and later on
phoenicurus specimens, but
has largely worn off by the
following spring. The
second key step to correct
ageing involves the appear-
ance of the greater coverts,
which should be examined
for both colour and moult
contrast. The presence or
absence, and the extent, of
moult contrast in the greater
coverts (between worn,
brown-fringed, juvenile
coverts and adult-type
feathers, which have darker
centres with distinctly grey
fringes) is significant as,
with good views, this is
visible in the field and is a
clear pointer towards age.

Further pointers towards
age include the broader pale,
almost whitish, tips to the
inner primaries that first-
winter birds of both races
often seem to show; and
tail-feather shape (adult rec-
trices are rounded and fresh,
while those of first-winters
are distinctly pointed and
more worn). Tail-feather
shape cannot be used in iso-
lation since, if a first-winter
loses its tail, it will be
replaced by adult-type
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61. First-summer male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus
samamisicus, Israel, 21st March 2006. Although clearly a first-summer, this

interesting individual appears to have replaced the tertials and two innermost
secondaries, as those visible here clearly show much more white than is

present on ‘normal’ first-generation feathers. Furthermore, the distal portions
of the narrow fringes to these replaced feathers are also grey, compared with

the dirty white edges of the retained juvenile remiges. At least two new
greater coverts contrast with the retained, first-generation coverts.
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60. First-summer male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus
samamisicus, Israel, 7th March 2006.This bird is arguably indistinguishable from
nominate phoenicurus, although the edges to the four greater coverts moulted

the previous autumn are quite grey. In addition, on the spread wing, first-
summer male samamisicus would be expected to show a small area of white 

at the base of the outer tertial/innermost secondaries. A first-summer
phoenicurus would appear almost identical to this bird.
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feathers. The two main
characters – the presence or
absence of pale fringing on
loral and chin feathering
and moult limits in the
greater coverts – will always
override tail shape if an
apparent contradiction is
noted.

White wing-panel
At all ages, the most con-
spicuous feature of male
samamisicus is the white
edges to the remiges. It is
less widely appreciated that
freshly moulted adult male
phoenicurus can also show a
surprisingly obvious pale
panel in the closed wing in
autumn. As a consequence,
a number of claims of
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63. Adult male Common
Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus

phoenicurus, Kuwait, 16th
September 2008. At first sight,

this appears to be an adult
samamisicus but, in comparison

with the bird in plate 62, it 
shows much less black on the

neck sides and significantly 
less white in the edges of the

remiges, with none in the edges
to the primaries.The white
fringing seems to expand

towards the base of the tertials
and secondaries (and in this
respect it is similar to that of
first-winter samamisicus), but
only slightly and not to the

extent shown by adult
samamisicus. In addition, the
tertials and greater coverts 

show buff tips.The bird is clearly
an adult (note the uniform

greater coverts and solid black
lores/chin), so this combination
of features points to it being a
nominate phoenicurus with an
exceptionally prominent wing-

panel; furthermore, there is more
white on the outer secondaries
than would be shown by first-

winter samamisicus. Such
extreme examples are likely 

to be mistaken for samamisicus
in Europe, and this individual

closely resembles a previously
accepted samamisicus (at

Southwold, Suffolk, in 1991). Pe
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62. Adult male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus,
Kuwait, 22nd September 2008. Aged as an adult by the solidly black lores 

(and extent of black on the neck sides) and the complete moult of the wing
coverts.The prominence and extent of white on the edges of the remiges is
particularly obvious, and extends as far as the emargination on P3. Note that

the appearance of the greater coverts differs from that of first-winters in 
being black-centred with neat grey edges and pale or off-white tips; and 

that black bases to the scapulars are visible.
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apparent samamisicus showing a pale wing-
panel have proved to be phoenicurus on closer
examination. The presence of pale edges to the
secondaries is not, in itself, diagnostic of
samamisicus, and very careful attention must be
paid to the precise extent and shape of the
white, particularly (in the case of first-winters)
on the inner secondaries and outer webs of the
tertials. Detailed examination of specimens and
photographs of adult phoenicurus have shown
that these fringes, if present and contrasting, are
never as extensive, nor do they appear solidly
white, as on adult samamisicus. Any putative
samamisicus, whether trapped or observed in
the field, should be supported by detailed notes
on this crucial character and by photographs if
possible.

Adult
On adult male samamisicus in autumn, the
panel in the closed wing is brilliant white,
extending from the edges of the two outermost
tertials, right across the edges of the secondaries
(the width of the white decreasing from 4 mm
on the innermost to 2 mm on the outermost),
and onto the edges of the primaries. When
fresh, it may stretch as far as P3 but, from 
September onwards, wear may reduce it to
P5/P6 (primaries numbered ascendantly).
There is often a large white notch (in other
words the white expands towards the base of
the feather) on the outermost tertials and
innermost secondaries. Importantly, there is
never any hint of a buff tone to this panel, and
there is never a pure white fringe to the inner-
most tertial.

By spring, the wings of adult males are com-
paratively worn and faded, but the wing-panel
is no less obvious on samamisicus; this can
appear as a solid white block across the second-
aries of the closed wing but is usually a little less
obvious on the primaries. In addition, the white
notches at the base of the tertials can often be
seen. The extent and brilliance of the wing-
panel is immediately obvious in the field and, in
extending right across the secondaries and
inner primaries at least, it is far more extensive
and contrasting than that on adult male Black
Redstart P. ochrurus. The wing-panel continues
to wear and by midsummer may be lacking on
the edges of the primaries and proximal fringes
of the outer tertials (see plate 65).

In addition, the newly moulted greater
coverts of adult samamisicus in autumn have
dark, sooty-black centres that contrast with a
frosty-grey fringe and an almost white tip
which, on some individuals, extends along the
distal edge. This enhances the contrast with the
extensive white flash across the closed wing. By
spring and early summer, these tips will have
worn to a varying extent, being absent on some
individuals although others retain narrow white
tips to the greater coverts.

First-winter
In comparison with adults, first-winter
samamisicus shows dramatically less white on
the edges to the tertials and secondaries. Under-
standing the precise pattern of white on the ter-
tials and remiges is extremely important. The
great majority of first-winter samamisicus retain
juvenile tertials in autumn, the outermost one
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Fig. 1. Variation in the extent of white on the
tertials and inner secondaries of adult male and 

first-winter male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus
phoenicurus samamisicus in autumn.
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or two showing narrow
white edges slightly
obscured by narrow buff
fringes, particularly near
the tip. Similarly, the
inner secondaries also
show white edges, but
these too are often
subdued by narrow buff
outer fringes. As with
adults, the extent of
white along the edge of
the outermost tertial(s)
and innermost second-
aries expands towards
the base; the outer sec-
ondaries have minimal
pale buff or creamy-
white edges, and the pri-
maries show no white.
This pattern gives the
effect of a narrow tri-
angle of white on the
outer tertial and inner
secondaries, with the
apex towards the wing-tip. Rarely, first-winters
may have moulted their tertials, in which case
the extent of white is comparable with that of
an adult.

First-winter male phoenicurus shows little
contrast between the fringes and centres to the
tertials and lacks any hint of contrastingly paler
edges to the remiges. Consequently, the closed
wing appears uniform, with the buff tips to the
greater coverts being the most contrasting
feature. Birds which have replaced their tertials
show a similar uniform pattern.

The most significant obstacle to the identifi-
cation of first-winter samamisicus is the appear-
ance of an occasional adult phoenicurus with
extensive whitish fringing on the tertials and
inner secondaries – such a pattern may be iden-
tical to that of well-marked first-winter
samamisicus. Rarely, first-winter phoenicurus
can show pale edges to the tertials and second-
aries, but they are often pale cream or brown
and extend across all secondaries.

By spring, first-year samamisicus has
extremely worn remiges (perhaps the feathers
are, on average, older than those of phoeni-
curus?), and often all that is left of the white on
the juvenile remiges is a white blob at the base
of the two innermost secondaries. Though
usually visible in the hand, this can be hard to
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64. Adult male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus, Kuwait,
8th March 2008. A stunning adult male, showing the diagnostic brilliant white flash
on the wings, extending from the middle tertial to the outermost visible primary –

and bear in mind that these feathers are six months old! Other features of
samamisicus include the black bleeding onto the neck sides and upper mantle, and
the grey-edged greater coverts. Such a bird in western Europe should not cause

any confusion.
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see in the field, and it may be that first-summer
samamisicus and phoenicurus are indistinguish-
able in the field.

Upperparts
Adult males in autumn
In samamisicus there is some variation in the
colour of the upperparts, but the appearance is
generally greyer and sometimes darker than
that of phoenicurus, with some showing
blackish bases to the mantle feathers, obscured
by slate-grey fringes. With wear, these blacker
bases begin to show through, bleeding across
the neck sides onto the upperparts – thus the
black mask might appear more extensive than
that of phoenicurus. On one or two specimens
(and in photos of birds from Sudan) orange-
brown fringes are just visible on the mantle, and
would probably be apparent in the field, but the
greyer hues are still stronger, darker and more
prominent than on phoenicurus at an equivalent
time of year – although this may be subtle and
difficult to quantify on a lone individual. By the
following spring and summer, the mantle often
looks rather dark, the black being only partially
obscured by grey fringes.

Adult phoenicurus in autumn has grey
feather bases, variably obscured by broad,
warm-brown fringes. Consequently, the upper-
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65. Adult male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus, Armenia, 4th June 2005. By early
summer, the amount of white visible on the edges of the remiges is much reduced, particularly on the tertials and
primaries, although it remains an obvious feature.Wear has reduced the greater coverts to a more or less even
charcoal black, and the upperparts also look dark grey – often much darker than nominate phoenicurus would

appear. On samamisicus, the black of the ear-coverts can merge to form an indistinct charcoal rear collar, as this
individual shows. Although the primaries on this bird are quite brown and might be indicative of a first-summer,

the wings can still be aged as those of an adult by the extent of the white flash and the uniformly adult-type coverts.
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part colour is variable, with some birds
appearing quite brown above, and others dis-
tinctly greyer in tone.

First-autumn males
On the specimens examined, first-winter
samamisicus shows grey feathers to the mantle,
broadly fringed with warm brown, most
notably on the lower mantle. These are dis-
tinctly greyer than those of first-autumn
phoenicurus, which shows more or less totally
brown feathering above (the greyish feather
bases are often, although not always, completely
hidden). Although this is variable, and some
first-winter samamisicus may look browner
than expected, first-year samamisicus tends to
appear greyer above than phoenicurus in
autumn (see plate 71).

The BBRC review tentatively suggests that
some first-winter samamisicus can even
approach the general appearance of adult
phoenicurus in autumn. However, no first-
winter male phoenicurus were found that
approached first-winter samamisicus, in terms

of the greyness of the upperparts, or the extent
of white on the outer tertial and inner second-
aries. That first-winter samamisicus can appear
more advanced in autumn than first-winter
phoenicurus, and more like adult phoenicurus,
may be due to the earlier breeding season of
samamisicus. Birds of this race depart from the
breeding grounds much earlier than phoeni-
curus in southern Europe, and pass through
Sudan 4–6 weeks earlier than phoenicurus, from
late August onwards (D. J. Pearson pers.
comm.).

Voice
There appear to be slight differences between
the calls and songs of phoenicurus and
samamisicus. The call of samamisicus is subtly
different from that of phoenicurus, being a less
drawn-out ‘whi’ (as at the beginning of the
word ‘whistle’), compared with the ‘huit’ of
phoenicurus. Chris Bradshaw has discussed the
subject of calls of birds in Armenia with Vasil
Ananian, who commented that nominate
phoenicurus (a common passage migrant



through Armenia) is
‘easily detected by its
huit call, which is
clearly different from
the calls typically given
by local breeding
samamisicus.’

There may also be
differences in song,
based upon compar-
ison of the song of
samamisicus recorded
in Armenia in May
2007 with that of
phoenicurus in Europe.
This suggested that,
after an initial phoeni-
curus-like start, the
song of samamisicus
has a more protracted
series of end phrases.
Further, Magnus Robb
(in litt.) commented
that ‘we actually con-
sidered writing about
samamisicus [in Con-
stantine et al. 2006] in
the section on system-
atics. I think the reason
we did not was that we
had only two record-
ings, which we considered to be too small a
sample to make claims about differences in
vocalisations… Nevertheless, I do think that
samamisicus sings differently (both birds I
recorded suggested this), and the whistle calls
seem to be less inflected.’

Comments on British claims
There are currently two accepted records of
samamisicus in Britain, both from Norfolk: at
Heacham on 26th October 1975 and at
Holkham Meals on 12th September 1989. Previ-
ously accepted records from Fife Ness, Fife, on
23rd September 1976 and Keynsham, Avon, on
22nd September 1989 were considered unac-
ceptable during the initial part of this review
(Brit. Birds 100: 754). There are also four claims
of male samamisicus under review by BBRC:
two from Scilly (St Agnes on 22nd October
1994 and Tresco on 10th–12th October 2004);
one from Hartlepool Headland, Cleveland, on
25th September 2001; and one from Grutness,
Shetland, on 23rd–26th September 2000. Of
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66. Adult male Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus,
Armenia, 28th May 2007. This Armenian samamisicus has extensive, broad white

fringes to the outermost tertial, secondaries and inner primaries – extending onto
the emargination of P3, though it is lighter grey above than the bird in plate 65.
All the greater coverts are worn, adult-type feathers, lacking moult contrast,

though again the primaries and primary coverts look quite brown. Perhaps some
early breeding adult samamisicus complete their post-breeding moult earlier than

nominate phoenicurus and consequently appear more worn by the following
summer. First-summer samamisicus have extremely worn outer greater coverts 
and remiges that contrast with the newer inner greater and median coverts,

while the white on the base of the outer tertial and inner secondary is 
usually reduced to a small blob, sometimes hidden by the greater coverts.
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these, the claims from Shetland and Scilly
(2004) are particularly well documented and
include good photographs.

Other claims submitted to BBRC have not
been adequately described, having lacked both
correct ageing and sufficient evidence to
confirm the exact pattern of the white in the
wing. In one or two cases, the birds described
are clearly phoenicurus (e.g. totally brown
above). It is unlikely that these ‘odd’ birds are
intergrades, and they probably represent just
the extreme end of the extent of variation
within male phoenicurus. The two accepted
British records and all the current and former
claims are currently being re-examined by
BBRC, and will be reviewed against the evi-
dence presented here.

Other reports from Europe
Vagrant samamisicus have been reported from
Europe on several occasions. There are cur-
rently four accepted records from Sweden, com-
prising two males and two females observed



between 21st September and 20th October,
spanning the period 1988–96 (www.sofnet.org/
index.asp?lev=4594&typ=1). In Finland, a
record of a first-summer at Korppoo, Jurmo, on
29th April 2000 was supported by video evi-
dence (www.birdlife.fi/havainnot/rk/rk-data4.
shtml), and this remains the only accepted
record. A claim of a male from Texel, the
Netherlands, on 10th September 2005 remains
under review (van der Vliet et al. 2006), while
details of a second male, also photographed on
Texel on 10th September 2005, and initially
thought to be samamisicus, have not been sub-
mitted (Wassink & Ebels 2005).

In southern Europe, samamisicus has
occurred as a vagrant in France on seven occa-
sions. A male trapped in the Camargue on 5th
April 1959 represented the first record (Crochet
et al. 2006), and other spring males were
recorded in March 2005 and April 2006. In
autumn, four males were reported from Hérault
départment between 19th September and 12th
October 2005 (Marc Duquet and Amine Flitti
in litt.). There is also an Italian record of an
adult male on Lampedusa Island, Pelagie, on
26th September 2007 (A. Corso in litt.). A
recent claim from Spain, involving a male

trapped on Cabrera, Balearic Islands, on 16th
October 2008 (www.rarebirdspain.net/
arbsr000.htm) remains under review.

Eastern birds and the possibility of intergrades
The breeding range of samamisicus extends
from Bolu and the Middle Taurus Mountains in
Turkey, east to encompass the Crimea and Cau-
casus Mountains, and southeast into northern
Iran. BWP states that the exact boundaries
between samamisicus and phoenicurus are diffi-
cult to establish, and suggests that in the
northern Caucasus (but not in Crimea), many
breeding birds are inseparable from
phoenicurus, while others are intermediate in
appearance and show a small wing-patch. Fur-
thermore, BWP states that birds showing char-
acters of samamisicus occasionally occur west to
eastern Bulgaria and southern (former)
Yugoslavia, indicating a wide intergradation
zone. This extension into Bulgaria is supported
by comments that a second breeding locality
had been discovered in the country at Krumov-
grad in the 1980s (Brit. Birds 88: 40). During
examination of specimens at NHM, Tring, as
part of the present review, no evidence of
intergradation was found.
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67. Adult male Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus phoenicurus, Staffordshire, 14th June 2008. A spring
adult male phoenicurus, typical of breeding birds in western Europe.This bird lacks white on the edges of the

remiges, which tend to look quite uniformly grey and show no contrast with the uniformly aged greater 
coverts.The centres to the coverts are often less dark than on samamisicus and the upperparts are 

an even grey, slightly paler and bluer than those of samamisicus.
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It has been suggested that phoenicurus
showing pale wing-panels may have originated
from the east of the species’ range. There is,
however, no evidence to support this; breeding
males near Almaty in southeast Kazakhstan 
(J. A. Rowlands pers. obs. and www.birds.kz/
Phoenicurus%20phoenicurus/indexe.html#6)
and phoenicurus photographed from Irkutsk in
central Siberia, Russia, clearly lack this feature. It
seems likely that this pale wing-panel is quite
typical of some adult male phoenicurus in
northern Europe following the complete post-
breeding moult. Such a pale panel is quite variable
in both colour and extent, but can appear particu-
larly prominent when the viewing angle fore-
shortens the apparent wing width, so that the
fringes seem to combine to form a solid pale panel;
however, it becomes less obvious when viewed
from behind (see http://orientalbirdimages.org/
search.php?p=4&action=searchresult&Bird_
ID=2597&Bird_Fami ly_ID=&pagesize=1
photographed in western Russia in September).
In Scandinavia, traces of a pale panel may be
retained in spring, when breeding males with
small white wing-panels have been observed in

southern Sweden (Nils Kjellén in litt.).
Although the issue of intergradation clearly

requires further study, there is no evidence to
suggest that intergrades between phoenicurus
and samamisicus may account for the appear-
ance of these (apparent nominate) birds with
pale wing-panels in Britain. BBRC is confident
that the criteria described here are sufficiently
robust to enable male samamisicus and phoeni-
curus to be separated with confidence.

Phylogenetic relationships
It is interesting to speculate about the circum-
stances which led to the isolated samamisicus
population inhabiting eastern Turkey and the
Caucasus Mountains, while breeding birds adja-
cent to this region are undoubtedly phoenicurus.
The distinct lack of evidence of hybridisation
where it meets phoenicurus suggests that iso-
lating mechanisms, such as voice, different
migration timings and route may be involved,
although further research is needed. There is no
doubt, however, that adult males of the two
forms are morphologically diagnosable, and
there are also genetic differences between the two.
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69. Adult male Common Redstart Phoenicurus
phoenicurus phoenicurus, Norfolk, 15th September 2008
(same individual as in plate 68). In this image, the pale

edges to the tertials, particularly on the far wing,
appear a much browner/buff colour; an example of

how light and viewing angle can affect colours.
Of course, the white wing-panel is not sufficiently

extensive for adult samamisicus, but is too prominent
for first-winter samamisicus, where it would be

restricted to the base of the tertials and secondaries.
Note also the paler grey centres to the greater
coverts (blacker on fresh adult samamisicus) and 
the less rich, paler grey edges and browner tips.
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68. Adult male Common Redstart Phoenicurus
phoenicurus phoenicurus, Norfolk, 14th September 

2008. Aged as an adult by the solidly black lores and
extensive black on the ear-coverts and chin, combined
with the uniformly adult-type greater coverts.This bird
shows clear white edges to the tertials and innermost

secondary, a pattern reminiscent of first-winter
samamisicus. In addition, the greyer upperparts are
suggestive of samamisicus, but a first-winter of that
race would have less white on the two innermost

tertials and the white would be broader at the base.
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Ertan (2006) investigated the evolutionary
history of Eurasian redstarts using the mito-
chondrial cytochrome-b gene sequence in an
attempt to resolve their phylogenetic relation-
ships. The results showed a close link between
samamisicus and phoenicurus, despite the white
in the wing of the former being similar to that
of adult male Black and Hodgson’s Redstarts P.
hodgsoni (which, as the female, immature and
non-breeding plumages of both suggest, are rel-
atively closely related to each other). Ertan
established that samamisicus from eastern
Turkey has a 2.3% sequence divergence from
phoenicurus in Europe. This compares with
2.3%–4.0% divergence among races of Black
Redstart, and species-level distances of
4.9%–11.3% found by the same study. More-
over, 2.3% is just below divergence values of
2.5–3.1% found between Green Warbler Phyllo-
scopus nitidus and Greenish Warbler P.
trochiloides (Helbig et al. 1995), a closely related
species pair with a similar distribution to that of
Common Redstart, and in which a similar level
of vocal and morphological variation occurs.
Furthermore, compare these values with those
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from studies of the
American seed-eaters
Sporophila, in which
divergences between
eight southern
species, with consis-
tent and stable mor-
phologies, are put 
at 0–1% (Lijtmaer 
et al. 2004).

Concluding
comments
The distinctive
appearance of adult
male samamisicus
should enable it to be
readily separated
from adult male
phoenicurus, even
those individuals of
the latter race that
show conspicuous
pale fringes to the
tertials and inner sec-
ondaries. The white
edges to the tertials,
secondaries and pri-
maries of adult

samamisicus present a startlingly obvious white
wing-panel, extending onto the edges of the pri-
maries and contrasting with the dark grey to
blackish mantle and scapulars. First-winter male
samamisicus in autumn shows a less extensive
white panel in the wing, and compares more
closely with adult phoenicurus in both general
plumage colour and, occasionally, the extent of
the wing-panel. First-winter samamisicus is,
however, greyer above than first-winter phoeni-
curus, and can be aged by the presence of pale
fringes on the loral and chin feathering and
moult contrast in the greater coverts.

As the autumn of 2008 showed, some adult
male phoenicurus in autumn can, from some
angles, show distinct white or buffy-white edges
to the tertials and inner secondaries, forming a
narrow but contrastingly pale lozenge along the
closed wing. That such a relatively large number
of adult phoenicurus showing this pale panel
appeared along the north and east coasts of
Britain was surprising (plates 68–70). Careful
examination of the precise extent and position
of white on the inner secondaries is essential to
identify such birds correctly.

70. Adult male Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus phoenicurus, Shetland,
10th September 2008. Another adult from September 2008, which shows extensively
pale edges to the tertials and inner secondaries. Such features were noted on quite 

a few adults throughout the country and some were mooted as possible samamisicus.
As with this individual, these birds are readily aged as adults by the combination of 
the black loral feathering, lacking pale fringes, and adult greater coverts. Such birds
clearly lacked the brilliant white edges to the secondaries and primaries that would 

be apparent on adult samamisicus.
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71. Comparison of upperpart colour of first-winter Common Redstart
Phoenicurus phoenicurus.The three birds on the left show the brown

upperparts typical of first-winter nominate phoenicurus; the three birds 
on the right show a grey hue typical of first-winter samamisicus. However,
as the early autumn images from Azerbaijan in plates 55 & 56 illustrate,
first-winter samamisicus can also be ‘sienna-brown’ above, but perhaps 

the fringes wear quickly making them appear greyer.
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72. Comparison of upperpart colour of first-winter and adult
Ehrenberg’s Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus samamisicus in autumn.

Three first-winter birds (left), and three adults (right). Note the variable
maroon-brown fringes on the first-winters obscuring the grey feather

bases, particularly on the crown and lower mantle, which may be hinted 
at on the adults. In comparison, the adults are greyer above, but note 
also the darker, more smoky-grey upperparts of the right-hand bird.
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